Sneaky Snack Proposal Packet

Name: ______________________________

To earn an A, your packet needs to include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A = 23-25 pts
B = 20-22 pts
C = 17-19 pts
D = 14-16 pts

You shared YOUR recipe with your group by _________ and completed the cover sheet
a neat, legible copy of an acceptable recipe
a photo of the actual food YOU prepared and/or a sample of it
a completed costing sheet showing exactly how much your recipe costs per serving
Ideas (AT LEAST 3) for how you could attractively/ creatively package & label your dish

REQUIREMENT

0

1

2

3

4

5

Share your recipe
with your group

Didn’t ever
share

Shared only
verbally by
due date

Shared weak
recipe that didn’t
fulfill requirements
no photo

Shared good
recipe but no
photo or sample

Shared recipe &
photo or sample
of weak snack
choice

Shared recipe, &
sample or photo
of good snack
choice

Recipe

No recipe

Recipe is messy or
incomplete and
does not fit
assignment at all

Neat, but does not
meet the
assignment well

Incomplete or
messy, recipe fits
assignment

Fairly neat, fits
assignment
fairly well

Extremely neat,
legible, perfectly
fits assignment

Photo and/or
sample

No photo

commercial photo

Very bad photo of
your dish

Fairly decent
photo of your
dish

Clear photo of
YOUR dish only

Clear photo of
YOU with your
dish or sample

Cost sheet

No costing
sheet

Incomplete

8 errors or less

5 errors or less

3 errors or less

Neat, accurate
costing of your
recipe

No ideas

Unclear,
unreasonable ideas

Less than 3 ideas
and/ or poorly
presented

3 ideas (tags &
pkgs) clearly
presented

4 ideas (tags &
pkgs) clearly
presented

At least 3 ideas for
tags and another
3 for pkgs clearly
presented

Serving ideas
3 pkgs & 3 tags



10 points extra credit if your snack is chosen by your group ! - or 5 pts each if you select one person’s recipe but
another’s packaging idea
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